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Virtual Collections (VC) is a HUL OIS service that can harvest descriptions and links from HUL 
union catalogs (HOLLIS, VIA, HGL) and provide a web-based search and display interface of 
these materials for the user. 

The curator of a virtual collection can consult this Guide for information on how to set up and 
customize a collection, how to add/update/delete records in a collection, and how to define/add 
categories (subject-like terms that can be associated with collection records).  For information on 
eligibility guidelines and how to participate, see the VC section of the OIS web site.  

Need help with Virtual Collections? 

To report a problem or ask a question about Virtual Collections, please use the VC feedback form: 
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If reporting a problem, please describe the activity leading up to the problem and any error 
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Getting Started 
Here are some quick links to information in this Guide: 

For information about setting up a new virtual collection: 

• See Setup procedure for instructions. 

• See Implementation and customization options for information about the stand-alone and 
integrated types of virtual collection.  

For information about maintaining an existing virtual collection: 

• See Working with VC Records for instructions on how to add, update, and delete records 
in a VC collection. 

• See Working with VC Categories for more about adding and updating category terms 
(subject-like terms added to records in a virtual collection).  

See About Virtual Collections to learn about how the Virtual Collection Service works.  This 
includes  

• Information on using the maintenance interface to a virtual collection. 

• Information on how VC harvests and converts source records. 

Related links 
Additional information about the Virtual Collections Service is available in the VC section of the 
OIS web site.  This includes: 

VC project proposal form:  
http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/ctools/f-vcproposal.html 

VC maintenance access request form 
http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/support/f-othersysreg.html 

Guide to the VC public interface 
http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/ctools/public-help/ 
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Revision history 
2/18/2010 Added new section Adding categories at record harvest and updated VC Maintenance 

URLs to new format. 

3/20/2006 Revision 002 of the Curator’s Guide is released.  This is the first official release of 
the Curator’s Guide. 

1/23/2007 Revision 003 of the Curator’s Guide is released. Updates to xsl and css links. 

2/13/2007 Revision 004 of the Curator’s Guide is released. Updates to xsl and css links. 

9/14/2007 Revision 005 of the Curator’s Guide is released. Updates to maintenance links. 

About Virtual Collections 
Virtual Collections (VC) is a HUL OIS service that can harvest descriptions and links from HUL 
union catalogs (HOLLIS, VIA, HGL) and provide a web-based search and display interface of 
these materials for the user.  Using a virtual collection, a curator can create a unified, web-based 
view of thematically related resources that exist in a number of systems or within a single system.   

This section describes the major components of the Virtual Collection Service.  Follow a link in the 
list below to get more information on that component.  

• Record harvesting: cataloging records harvested from one or more HUL union catalogs 
(HOLLIS, VIA, the Harvard Geospatial Library), converted to the MODS xml format and 
loaded into a VC database. 

• Public user interface: supports keyword search and browse of collection metadata 
(including a standard set of indexes), brief and full record displays, and search history. 

• Implementation and customization options: collections can be implemented as stand-alone 
(hosted entirely on an OIS server) or integrated (hosted on a web server local to the 
curator).  Both implementation types offer the same basic search, browse and display 
features, but differ in the extent of interface customization they support.   

• Virtual Collection categories: categories are subject-like terms that a curator can assign to 
records in a virtual collection; categories are distinct from any subjects that come with 
records from the source system.  Categories (when used) can be searched and browsed in 
public interface to the virtual collection. 

• Maintenance interface: each virtual collection has a maintenance interface that allows the 
curator to assign VC category terms to records, delete records from the collection, and 
download the collection harvest list. 
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The public interface 
The purpose of this section is to describe the standard search, browse and record display features 
available in a virtual collection.  (If you need information on how to use features of the VC public 
interface, consult the Virtual Collections online help.) 

The heart of a virtual collection is the web-based public catalog interface for searching and 
displaying collection metadata.  The VC public interface supports keyword search and browse of 
collection metadata (including a standard set of indexes), brief and full record displays, and search 
history. 

There are two types of VC implementation: a stand-alone collection (in which collection data and 
public interface components are all hosted by the VC server) and an integrated collection (in 
which collection data is hosted by VC but public interface components are hosted on a web server 
local to the curator).  Both implementation types offer the same basic search, browse and display 
features, but differ in the extent of customization they support.  For more information about 
implementation and customation options, see Setting up a Collection.  

For more information about standard features of the VC public interface, see any of these topics: 

Sample virtual collections 
Accessing the public interface 
Searching 
Browsing 
Search History 
Brief record (results) display  
Full record display 
Available indexes 

Sample virtual collections 
Please consult the List of Collections available on the OIS web site.  

http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/ctools/collections-list.html  

Accessing the public interface 
Public catalog URL.  All stand-alone virtual collection implementations (those that are hosted 
entirely on the VC server) are accessible from a predictable URL.  In most cases, the curator will 
want primary access to start with either the VC Search page or Home page: 

To access the Search page: 
http://vc.lib.harvard.edu/vc/deliver/advancedsearch?_collection= [collection_code] 

To access the Home page: 
http://vc.lib.harvard.edu/vc/deliver/home?_collection= [collection_code] 

where [collection_code] is the short-hand code for the collection.  
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The curator will determine whether the primary URL to the virtual collection is the Search page or 
the Home page.  

Integrated virtual collection implementations (those hosted on a server local to the curator) will 
have an entry URL determined by the local implementation.  

Regardless of the type of virtual collection URL in use, OIS recommends that the curator establish 
a persistent identifier (URN) for the preferred entry URL and use this URN where ever the virtual 
collection is offered.  Consult the NRS User Guide section on Creating a Persistent Identifier for 
more information. 

Note about browser support: The VC public interface works best with version 5 or higher of 
Internet Explorer, version 7 or higher of Netscape, or a current version of Mozilla, Firefox, or 
Safari.  To use a virtual collection effectively, your browser must have Javascript support enabled.  

Note about session timeout: A virtual collection  session will expire after 30 minutes of inactivity. 
Once a session expires, the user can click on any option in the public interface to reestablish a 
session.  When a session expires, search history will be discarded. 

Access restrictions  policy.  By policy, a virtual collection and the metadata it contains must be 
publicly accessible.  The digital objects that collection records point to may be publicly available or 
restricted to members of the Harvard community.  In any case, access control is outside the scope 
of the Virtual Collections Service. 

Searching 
This topic describes the standard search features available in the stand-alone and integrated 
versions of a virtual collection.   

The Search page offers keyword searching of a collection’s metadata.  VC supports Boolean 
operators (and, or, not), word truncation using the asterisk (*), and phrase searching using double 
quotes (“ “).   
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These features come standard on the Search page: 

• Five indexes to search by: Anywhere, Title, Name/Creator, Subject, Form/Genre.  See 
Available indexes for more on how indexes are defined.   

• Qualification by category.  If category terms are defined in a collection, you can offer users 
the option to qualify a search by category, or to retrieve records based on category alone.  
See Working with VC Categories for more about adding category terms. 

• A limit to records that link to a digital object. 

• Choices for results sorting and size of results display. 

Customization options for the Search page 
 Stand-alone version Integrated version 
Control visibility of Qualify by Category option   
Control order, visibility of search form elements   
Control presentation of search form elements   
Control of screen text   
Control of link to online help   
XSL stylesheet: advSearch.xsl (with categories) or advSearchNoCat.xsl (without categories) 

Browsing 
This topic describes the standard browse features available in the stand-alone and integrated 
versions of a virtual collection.   

The Browse Indexes page provides the ability to scroll A to Z through any of the indexes defined in 
the virtual collection.  The standard Browse page allows the user to move through browse lists 
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from top to bottom, jump to a specific alphabetic range, or type a word and jump into the list at that 
point.   

 

Click on a browse entry and VC will retrieve all records containing the matching word or phrase.  

Customization options for the Browse page 
 Stand-alone version Integrated version 
Control order, visibility of browse form elements   
Control presentation of browse form elements   
Control of screen text   
Control of link to online help   
XSL stylesheets: browseCombineInt.xsl (browse options) or browseResultsCombInt.xsl (browse 
results) 

 

Search History 
Search History records all the searches and and browse selections performed in your current virtual 
collection session.  Each search or browse entry in search history includes the number of records 
retrieved and the time it was performed. 

 

There are no customization options available for the Search History page.   
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Brief record (results) display 
This topic describes the standard features of the brief record display available in the stand-alone 
and integrated versions of a virtual collection.   

Brief records display in response to a search or a browse selection.  A brief record provides brief 
information about the record (Title, Name/Creator, Date) and a link to view the full record.  The 
brief display may also include a link to a digital version – either a thumbnail image that links to a 
full version or a URL to a digital object (such as an OASIS finding aid).  If a record contains 
multiple digital links, only the first occurring link will be included in the brief display. 

 

The number of hits that display on a results page is controlled by a setting on the Search page. 

Customization options for the Results page 
 Stand-alone version Integrated version 
Control order, visibility of brief record elements   
Control presentation of brief record elements   
Control of screen text   
XSL stylesheet: resultSetInt.xsl 

 

Full record display 
This topic describes the standard features of the full record display available in the stand-alone and 
integrated versions of a virtual collection. 
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Below is a virtual collection record for a drawing, harvested from the VIA system. 

 

The full record display contains the descriptive elements harvested from the source system.  The 
table below lists the descriptive elements in the order that they display: 

VC display label Indexed? Notes 

Title Title 
Anywhere 

Title of resource, including alternate titles 

Name/Creator Name/Creator
Anywhere 

Author/creator names 

[Source system] ID n/a Record number in source system; clicking the link 
will open source record in a new window 

Digital Object n/a Link to digital object; could be an thumbnail image 
that links to full size image or a URL/URN to digital 
version.  Access to digital object may be restricted to 
the Harvard community. 

Location Anywhere Physical location of the resource.   

Place of Origin Anywhere Place of publication or origin 

Publisher Anywhere Name of publisher 

Creation Date Anywhere Date of publication or creation 

Language Anywhere Language of the resource (For display, codes are 
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translated; for searching, use the codes) 

Description Anywhere Physical dimensions; pagination 

Form/Genre Form/Genre 
Anywhere 

Terms that describe the genre or physical form of a 
resource. 

Access/Rights Anywhere Access instructions; intellectual property rights 

Classification Anywhere Classification number 

Culture n/a Nationality or culture of the work or creator.  (VIA 
only.) 

Style n/a A defined style, historical period, group, school, 
dynasty, movement, etc. whose characteristics are 
represented in the work or image.  (VIA only.) 

Materials Type n/a The substance of which a work or an image is 
composed.  (VIA only.) 

Subject Subject 
Anywhere 

Subject term (topical, geographic, name) 

Category Subject 
Anywhere 

Category terms assigned to a VC record. 

Note Anywhere Notes 

Related Item Title 
Anywhere 

Information about a related work.  (VIA only.) 

Other Title Title 
Anywhere 

Other titles associated with the resource, such as 
series title. (HOLLIS only.) 

See Record harvesting and conversion for more information about how data converted from a 
specific source system maps to the VC full display.  

Customization options for the Full Record display  
 Stand-alone version Integrated version 
Control order, visibility of record elements   
Control presentation of record elements   
Control of screen text   
XSL stylesheet: mods_basic.xsl 
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Available indexes 
Standard indexes available in a virtual collection include Title, Name/Creator, Subject, and 
Form/Genre.  The table below defines each index and the data it contains.  Elements prefixed by 
“mods” have been harvested from source systems; the prefix “vc” indicates native VC data 
(categories).   

For information about the content of mods elements, see the conversion rules described in Record 
harvesting and conversion. 

Index Name Definition  Includes these elements 
Anywhere Includes all words that appear in virtual 

collection records, including category 
terms. 

all mods elements 
vc:subject (categories) 

Title Titles of resources included in the virtual 
collection.   

mods:titleInfo 

Name/Creator Names of people or organizations as 
creators of a resource.  These may be 
individuals, groups of people, corporate 
bodies or other entities that have 
contributed to the creation of the 
resource. 

mods:name 

Subject Terms that describe what a resource is 
about.  Depending on the collection, 
subject terms may include names, 
geographic locations, or topics.  
 
Note that if your collection uses 
Category terms, these will also be 
retrieved by a search or browse of the 
Subject index. 

mods:subjects  
vc:subject (category terms) 

Category Topical terms used within the virtual 
collection to categorize records.  
Categories are optional and may not be 
present in some virtual collections.   
 
If categories have been added to a 
collection, they can be retrieved in a 
subject search or browse.  Also, you can 
qualify a search by category using the 
Category drop-down list on the Search 
page.  

vc:subject  

Form/Genre Terms that describe the type, genre or 
physical form of a resource.  Sample 
form terms are: text, slides, broadsides.  
Sample genre terms are: cartoons, 
diaries. 
 
Form/genre terms may sometimes be 
specific to a source system. 

mods:genre, 
mods:physicalDescription/mods:form, 
mods:typeOfResource 
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The maintenance interface 
Every virtual collection has a maintenance interface that allows the curator to do the following: 

• Add or modify category terms. 

• Delete records from the collection. 

• Download the collection’s harvest file. 

This section describes how to access and use the maintenance interface. 

Access/registration 
Using the maintenance interface 

See also instructions on specific maintenance tasks: 

Working with VC Categories 
Deleting records from VC 
Downloading a harvest list 

Access/registration 
Access to the maintenance interface for a virtual collection requires pre-registration.  To register 
for access, submit a VC maintenance access request form.   

To access the maintenance interface for a virtual collection:  

1. Point a browser to the maintenance URL for the collection:  

http://vc.lib.harvard.edu/vc/deliver/authAdmin?_collection= [collection_code] 

where [collection_code] is the code for your collection.  

2. At the Harvard PIN Authentication page, enter your Harvard ID and PIN and press Enter. 

If you need a PIN, visit the PIN web site (http://www.pin.harvard.edu/) to request one. 

3. The Edit Categories page will display. 

Note about browser support: The VC maintenance interface works best with version 5 or higher 
of Internet Explorer, version 7 or higher of Netscape, or a current version of Mozilla, Firefox, or 
Safari.  

Your browser must have Javascript support enabled.  

Note about “collisions” of maintenance and public interfaces: The public and maintenance 
interfaces to a collection share session information (stored in a browser cookie).  A side-effect of 
this is – if you use the same browser to access the maintenance interface and the public interface, 
the maintenance menu will appear as part of the public interface.  To stop this from happening, 
close all sessions of that browser.  To avoid this problem, open each interface in a different browser 
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(for example, open maintenance in IE and public in Firefox).  Note that only the collection curator 
will notice this effect – there is no impact on end users of the collection’s public catalog. 

Note about session timeout: A VC maintenance session will expire after 30 minutes of inactivity. 
Once your session expires, clicking on any option in the PDS Maintenance interface will return you 
to the home page. Longer periods of inactivity may require that you reauthenticate with your ID 
and PIN. When a session expires, the selected PDS document is no longer active and any unsaved 
changes are discarded.  

Using the maintenance interface 
The maintenance interface to a virtual collection uses the same search and browse options available 
in the public interface.  For stand-alone implementations, the “look and feel” of the public and 
maintenance interfaces will be nearly identical.  For integrated implementations, the maintenance 
interface will use the default VC “look and feel”. 

When you first connect to the maintenance interface, the Edit Categories page displays by default.  
All maintenance options appear below public interface menu options on the left side of the screen. 

Opening screen of the VC maintenance interface 
 

Use the Edit Categories page to add or update categories associated with the collection.   

To add or remove categories from individual records, or to delete records from the virtual 
collection, you must first search or browse for the records and then make changes.  From a results 
display, you can make changes to an individual record or to a group of records. 
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Sample Search Results screen, showing options for editing individual records 

Since the maintenance interface is also a fully functional public interface, you can make changes 
and test them in the same session.  Once saved, the changes you make via the maintenance 
interface are immediately available to public users of your collection. 

For more information about individual maintenance options, see: 

Working with VC Categories 
Deleting records from VC 
Downloading a harvest list 

Record harvesting and conversion 
This section describes the virtual collection harvest and conversion processes.  Also available in 
this section are the conversion rules for records harvested from HOLLIS, VIA, and the Harvard 
Geospatial Library.  

A virtual collection is created by harvesting cataloging records from one or more HUL union 
catalogs (HOLLIS, VIA, the Harvard Geospatial Library), converting these records into a common 
data format called MODS, and storing them in an XML database. 

The Virtual Collections (VC) service uses the OAI-PMH (Open Archives Initiative Protocol for 
Metadata Harvesting) specification to harvest records from the central Harvard library catalogs 
HOLLIS, VIA, and Harvard Geospatial Library.  (OAI-PMH is a means to share metadata using 
XML over HTTP.)   

The content of a virtual collection is defined by a “harvest file” that contains the source system 
identifier and record number for each record included in the collection.  The harvester reads the 
harvest file and sends a “get record” request to each source system.  The source system sends back 
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the requested metadata records in XML.  The VC loader converts these records to MODS format 
(Metadata Object Description Schema) and loads them into the collection database. 

Collection harvesting happens automatically once a week and a curator can also trigger a harvest 
by depositing a file of records to an SFTP dropbox.  The weekly automatic harvest uses the 
existing harvest list to pick up updated records from source systems.  A curator might trigger a 
harvest to add new records to the system.   

Here is how VC handles records that are deleted or updated in the source system: 

• Records that have been deleted in the source system will not be part of the file of xml 
records retrieved by the VC harvester.  Absence of a record will trigger the VC loader to 
logically delete the record from the virtual collection database (“logically” means the 
record is marked as deleted and suppressed from display, but is not physically removed 
from the VC database).   

• The harvester detects records that have been updated in the source system by comparing 
date-stamps in the xml file with those in the virtual collection database (no date-stamp in 
the xml record indicates a new record).  If the incoming harvested record has a newer date-
stamp, its descriptive metadata will replace the data already in the virtual collection 
database.  During this update, any VC category terms assigned to the record are left in 
place. 

The VC loader runs once a harvest is complete.  The converted MODS records are loaded into the 
virtual collection database and indexed for searching.  The collection’s curator will be notified by 
email about the success (or failure) of the loading process. 

Below is a sample email load report: 

Date: Fri, 3 Feb 2006 13:19:04 -0500 (EST) 
From: nobody@hulmail.harvard.edu 
To: someone@hulmail.harvard.edu 
Subject: VC Loader Report: Status OK for: OCP 
X-Mailer: msgsend 
 
Number of records added: 0 
Number of records updated: 1 
Number of records deleted: 0 
Number of records with errors: 0 
Number of records processed: 1 
 
Record IDs deleted: 

HOLLIS conversion rules 
To convert HOLLIS records for use in a virtual collection, the VC harvester uses the OAI data 
provider supplied by Ex Libris to convert HOLLIS MARC data into MARC21 xml and then uses 
the Library of Congress MARC21-to-MODS crosswalk to convert the MARC21 xml into the 
MODS xml used in virtual collections.  This topic provides information on the HOLLIS-to-VC 
conversion rules. 
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Information about the MARC21-to-MODS crosswalk is available online in the MODS section of 
the Library of Congress web site.   

The following table provides a summary level mapping between HOLLIS MARC and MODS as 
used in VC.  Also included is the VC full record display label for the element and information on 
indexing.   

Because of space limitations, contents of the “MARC” column are presented at the summary level 
in most cases (i.e., specific subfields, indicators, or fixed field positions are not always included).  
For the details, consult the MARC-to-MODS mappings on the LC web site: 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/v3/mods-mapping.html 

Data type MARC MODS value Label in VC 
full record 
display 

Indexed? 

Resource title 130, 210, 240, 
242, 245, 246, 
730, 740 

titleInfo/title, subtitle, 
partNumber, partName 

Title Title 
Anywhere 

Author/creator name 100, 110, 111, 
700, 710, 711 

name/role, namePart, 
affiliation 

Name/Creator Name/Creator
Anywhere 

Type of resource Leader/06 typeOfResource  Form/Genre Form/Genre 
Anywhere 

Genre 008, 655 genre Form/Genre Form/Genre 
Anywhere 

Origin information 260 $a originInfo/place Place of Origin Anywhere 
 260 $b originInfo/publisher Publisher Anywhere 
 260 $c originInfo/dateIssued Creation Date Anywhere 
 250 originInfo/edition Not displayed no 
Language 008/35-37, 041 language Language Anywhere 

(language 
codes only) 

Physical description 008, 
242/245/246 $h, 
256 $a 

physicalDescription/form Form/Genre Form/Genre 
Anywhere 

 300 $a,$b,$c,$e physicalDescription/extent Description Anywhere 
Abstract 520 abstract Note Anywhere 
Table of contents 505 tableOfContents Note Anywhere 
Target audience 521, 008/22 targetAudience Note Anywhere 
Notes 5xx note Note Anywhere 
Subject 034, 043, 045, 

255, 6xx, 752 
subject/topic, name, 
titleInfo, geographic,  
hierarchicalGeographic, 
geographicCode, 
cartographics, temporal, 
occupation 

Subject 
(subjects are 
strung together 
with 
semicolons) 

Subject 
Anywhere 

Classification 050, 060, 080, 
082, 084, 086 

classification Classification Anywhere 

Related item All 760-787 
All 800-830 
730, 740 ind2=2 

relatedItem/titleInfo, 
partNumber, partName, 
role, namePart  

Other title Title 
Anywhere 
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700, 710, 711 $t  
534, 440, 490 

Identifier 010, 020, 022, 
028, 037, 856 

identifier Not displayed no 

Location 852 $a $b $j $e location/physicalLocation Location Anywhere 
 856 $u location/url Digital Object Limit by 

digital object 
Access condition 506, 540 accessCondition Access/Rights Anywhere 
Record information 001 recordIdentifier HOLLIS ID no 
 040 $a, $d recordContentSource Not displayed no 
 008/00-05 recordCreationDate Not displayed no 
 005 recordChangeDate Not displayed no 
 040$b languageOfCataloging Not displayed no 

 

VIA conversion rules 
VC converts the native VIA xml format to MODS for use in virtual collections.  This topic 
provides information on the HOLLIS-to-VC conversion rules. 

CONTENTS OF THIS TABLE ARE INCOMPLETE! 

Data type VIA element MODS element Label in VC 
full record 
display 

Indexed? 

Resource title title/textElement titleInfo/title Title Title 
Anywhere 

Author/creator name creator 
   /nameElement 
   /dates 
   /nationality 
   /role 

name 
   /namePart 
   /namePart/@date 
   /namePart 
   /role/roleTerm 

 associatedName Name 

Name/Creator Name/Creator
Anywhere 

Type of resource (constant value) typeOfResource=”still 
image” 

Form/Genre Form/Genre 
Anywhere 

Genre workType genre Form/Genre Form/Genre 
Anywhere 

Origin information production 
   /place 

originInfo 
   /place 

Place of Origin Anywhere 

 production 
   /producer 

originInfo 
   /publisher 
 

Publisher Anywhere 

 structuredDate/begi
nDate 

originInfo/dateCreated/
@point=”start” 

Creation Date Anywhere 

 structuredDate/endD
ate 

originInfo/dateCreated/
@point=”end” 

Creation Date Anywhere 

 freeDate originInfo/dateCreated ??  
 state originInfo/edition Not displayed no 
Language     
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Physical description physicalDescription physicalDescription/not

e 
??Description Anywhere 

 dimensions physicalDescription/ext
ent 

Description Anywhere 

Abstract description Abstract Note Anywhere 
Table of contents     
Target audience     
Notes notes note Note Anywhere 
Subject placeName/place subject/geographic 
 topic/term subject/topic 
 materials subject/topic 

Subject 
(subjects are 
strung together 
with 
semicolons) 

Subject 
Anywhere 

     
Classification classification Classification Classification Anywhere 
Related item relatedWork relatedItem   
 relatedInformation relatedItem   
 surrogate@compone

ntId 
relatedItem@type=”con
stituent” 

  

 subwork@compone
ntId 

relatedItem@type=”con
stituent” 

  

Identifier itemIdentifier 
   /number 
   /type 

identifier/@type   

Location repository Location/physicalLocati
on 

  

 image location/url/@displayL
abel=”Full Image” 

  

 image/thumbnail location/url/@displayL
abel=”Thumbnail” 

  

 location use MODS extension 
(TBD, either VRA or 
CDWA Lite) 

  

     
Access condition copyright@type=”u

seAndReproduction
” 

accessCondition/@displ
ayLabel=”useRestrictio
ns” 

  

 useRestrictions@typ
e=”restrictionOnAcc
ess” 

accessCondition/@displ
ayLabel=”useRestrictio
ns” 

  

     
Record information recordID recordInfo/recordIdentif

ier 
  

 (constant value) 
Sample VIA record 
xml does not 
contain version in 
VIA map txt file 

recordInfo 
   /recordContentSource
@authority="marcorg" 

  

 (constant value) recordInfo   
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Sample VIA record 
xml does not 
contain version in 
VIA map txt file 

   /recordIdentifier@sou
rce="VIA" 

 (constant value) 
Sample VIA record 
xml does not 
contain version in 
VIA map txt file 

recordInfo/languageOf
Cataloging 

  

 

 

HGL conversion rules 
TBD 
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Setting up a Collection 
This section describes the procedure for setting up a virtual collection.  Setup involves two 
activities: (1) implementing and customizing the public interface and (2) identifying and harvesting 
collection records.   

Note that for collection setup to begin, you must have an approved VC project that has been 
scheduled by OIS and a VC code for your collection.  To request a new virtual collection, see How 
to join instructions on the OIS web site. 

For more information, see these topics: 

Setup procedure 
Implementation and customization options 

Setup procedure 
Follow these steps to set up your virtual collection.  The procedure is basically the same for stand-
alone and integrated implementations – except for the customization step. 

Before setup can begin, you must have an approved VC project and a collection code (supplied by 
OIS).  See the VC page on the OIS web site for information about participating. 

If you have questions during the setup process, use the VC feedback form to contact the VC 
support team in OIS: 

http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:hul.ois:vchelp  

1. Select an implementation option (stand-alone or integrated).  

Both implementation types offer the same basic search, browse and display features, but 
differ in the extent of interface customization they support. 

See Implementation and customization options for more information. 

2. Customize the virtual collection’s public interface.  Customization options are 
determined by the implementation option you select in Step 1. 

ο If you have selected the stand-alone implementation option, OIS will customize the 
public interface for your collection based on your instructions.  Please consult 
Customizing a stand-alone collection for instructions.  Customization choices should 
be sent to the VC Coordinator in OIS using the feedback form: 
http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:hul.ois:vchelp. 

ο If you have selected the integrated implementation option, customization of the public 
interface is under your control.  Consult Customizing an integrated collection for 
instructions. 

3. Collect the record identifiers from one or more source systems.  See Collecting source 
records for more information. 
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4. Add records to the virtual collection by creating and depositing a harvest file.  See 
Adding records for more information. 

5. Test the virtual collection and make adjustments to content or interface as needed.   

6. Assign a persistent ID to your collection.  OIS recommends that the publicized link to 
your virtual collection be in the form of a persistent identifier (also known as a URN).  
Using a URN insures that links to your collection continue to work in the event the URL to 
the virtual collection changes. 

To arrange for a URN, contact your local NRS administrator.  Consult the OIS web site for 
a list of NRS administrators at Harvard. 

URNs are created using the NRS Web Admin interface.  Instructions are available on the 
OIS web site.  

7. Announce availability of the new virtual collection.  This includes arranging for 
description and access to this collection from HUL central catalogs (HOLLIS and the 
Harvard Libraries portal). 

Implementation and customization options 
There are two types of VC implementation: a stand-alone collection (hosted entirely on an OIS 
server) and an integrated collection (hosted on a web server local to the curator).  Both 
implementation types offer the same basic search, browse and display features, but differ in the 
extent of interface customization they support. 

As part of the setup process, the curator should review characteristics of each option and select the 
implementation type that is most appropriate for the collection.  (It is possible to change from one 
implementation type to another in the future, if needed.) 

• In a stand-alone implementation, the entire virtual collection -- collection data and public 
interface components – are hosted on the VC server.  A stand-alone implementation uses 
the “out of the box” VC public interface and only a limited number of customizations are 
available.  The curator selects customizations (banner graphic, background colors, etc.) 
which are implemented by OIS staff.  

This option is a good choice if the stand-alone VC public interface is suitable (no heavy 
customization is needed) or if the curator does not have local technical resources available 
to prepare and host the integrated option.  

See Customizing a stand-alone collection for more information. 

• In an integrated implementation, virtual collection data is hosted by VC but public 
interface components are hosted on a local web server under the curator’s control.  This 
option was developed for collections that need to be integrated into a local web site.   

The public interface to an integrated collection is highly customizable.  The presentation as 
well as the order and visibility of collection content can be controlled by a set of XSL/CSS 
style sheets that are under the curator’s control.  
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This option is a good choice if the collection needs a highly customized “look and feel” or 
if the collection needs to be integrated into an existing web site.  Use of this option requires 
that the curator have local technical resources available to prepare and host the integrated 
public interface.   

See Customizing an integrated collection for more information. 

Related topics: 

Customizing a stand-alone collection 
Customizing an integrated collection 
Setup procedure 

Customizing a stand-alone collection 
A stand-alone implementation of a virtual collection is hosted entirely on OIS servers.  To 
customize the user interface of a stand-alone collection, the curator should review the options 
described in this section and send a customization request to VC support staff in OIS.  See the 
Setup procedure for instructions on communicating with OIS. 

Layout customizations 
Search page customizations 
Browse page customizations 

Layout customizations 
Most stand-alone customizations are limited to elements in the top and left portions of the 
interface.  The customization options in the list below are keyed to the diagram of a sample virtual 
collection home page that follows:  

1. A persistent banner, composed of text or a graphic, often including a logo, which is 
repeated on the top of each page of the collection.  A banner graphic must be in a format 
displayable in a web browser (e.g., JPEG and GIF).  OIS recommends a banner that is no 
more than 800 pixels wide and 150 pixels tall. 

2. Choice of background color for the top and left panes of the display.  Please specify the 
hexadecimal value of your preferred color.  The default background color is #6699CC (a 
medium blue).  

3. “Home page” text that describes the collection.  This text can include HTML markup. 

4. Custom links on the left navigation menu.  In addition to the default options (Home, 
Search, Browse, Search History, Help), you can add custom links to external web 
destinations of your choice.  Please provide the link text and URL for each custom link. 

5. Online help for the collection, available from the “Help” link on the main menu and also 
from contextual help links on each page of the collection (Search, Browse, Search 
History). 
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6. A persistent footer on each page of the virtual collection.  Contents must include the 
standard VC notice and copyright statement, plus a “Questions & Comments” link that 
points to an email address or support form supplied by the curator. 

 
#1 Customize header with banner text or graphic #2 Top and left 

background color 

 

 

 

 

Virtual Collection Home Page 
This is the text that displays on the home page of a 
virtual collection.  Text is supplied by the curator and 
added to the virtual collection by OIS staff.   

The Home page text that a curator submits to OIS can 
contain HTML markup. 

Home 

Search 

Browse Indexes 

Search History 

Help #3 Home page text 

Custom link #1 

Custom link #2 
 

#4 Custom links 

A Harvard University Library Virtual Collection 
Copyright 2006 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College

Questions & Comments 

#5 Link to 
online help 

#6 Customize footer with 
Questions & Comments link 
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Search page customizations 
In a stand-alone implementation, the curator can decide on the availability of certain features on the 
Search page.  The search customizations listed below are keyed to the screen diagram that follows: 

1. List of indexes to search.  The full list of indexes available in VC collections includes 
Title, Name/Creator, Subject, Form/Genre as well as the option to search for keywords 
Anywhere in the record.  You can request that one or more indexes be removed from the 
index drop list if these are not appropriate for the collection. 

2. Qualify search by Categories.  If you intend to assign category terms to records in the 
virtual collection, an option to qualify searches by category can be added to the search 
page.  By default, qualification by category is turned off. 

3. Limit to digital objects.  This option to limit searches to records with a link to a digital 
object is included by default.  You can request that this option be turned off if not 
appropriate for the collection. 

4. Sort order for search results.  This option, included by default, allows the user to control 
the sort order of results.  Sort options include Title, Name, Date, Type.  You can request 
that this option not be included if inappropriate for the collection. 

5. Size of result set.  The size of result set is included by default.  You can request that this 
option not be included if inappropriate for the collection.  
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Browse page customizations 
In a stand-alone implementation, the curator can control the number of indexes which can be 
browsed from the Browse Indexes page.  By default, the full set of indexes (Title, Name/Creator, 
Subject, Form/Genre) will be available for browsing.  The curator can drop one or more of these 
indexes from the display if they are not appropriate for the collection. 

 

Customizing an integrated collection 
In an integrated implementation, virtual collection data is generated by the VC server but all 
components of the public interface are hosted on a web site under the curator’s control.  The 
presentation or “look and feel” of the virtual collection’s public interface is controlled largely by a 
set of XSL/CSS style sheets that can be extensively customized. 
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This section describes all the components that make up an integrated implementation and provides 
instructions for installing an “out of the box” public interface that is ready for customizing. 

List of components 
Installing components 

List of components 
The components of an integrated virtual collection include: 

• An HTML page for each of the virtual collection menu options (Home, Search, Browse, 
Search History).  These pages contain coding a) to control the layout of the public interface 
(header, footer, navigation menu, main content area) and b) to pull collection content from 
the VC server. 

OIS offers an HTML template (i.e., a copy of the default HTML) for each page type.  Each 
template is annotated with instructions on how to deploy the page on your local server. 

Template for Home page 
Template for Search page (coding on this page also controls search results and full record) 
Template for Browse page 
Template for Search History page 

• A set of XSL stylesheets that transform XML-based collection data sent by the VC server 
into HTML-based data that can be viewed in a browser.  These stylesheets can be 
customized to control the order and visibility of options available on Search, Browse, 
Results List, and Full Record Display screens. 

A copy of the default XSL stylesheet for each type of VC service request is available.  
Each is annotated with instructions on how to test and deploy the stylesheet on your local 
server. 

XSL for Searching (with Categories) 
XSL for Searching (without Categories) 
XSL for Search Results 
XSL for Browsing and Browse Results 
XSL for Full Record Display 

• A set of CSS stylesheets that control the presentation of the public interface.  These 
include: 

ο A vc.css stylesheet that controls the presentation of the main content areas on VC 
HTML pages.  This stylesheet is referenced from a <link> in the header of each VC 
HTML page.   

A copy of the default version of this stylesheet is available at this URL: 

http://vc.hul.harvard.edu:11080/vc/css/vc.css 
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ο A vcMainInt.css stylesheet that controls the presentation of VC content within the 
iframe on the VC HTML page.  A reference to this stylesheet is passed as a parameter 
in the URL request string embedded in a VC HTML page.   

A copy of the default version of this stylesheet is available at this URL: 

http://vc.hul.harvard.edu:11080/vc/css/vcMainInt.css 

 

Installing components 
Follow these instructions to install an “out of the box” version of an integrated virtual collection on 
a local web server.  Note that VC components are configured to produce a working public interface 
with the default VC look and feel.  Once components are installed, you can customize the interface 
by making changes to some or all components (HTML, XSL, CSS) as needed. 

Note: if your virtual collection has not yet been harvested, you can follow these steps using the VC 
test collection (code is “testCollection”) and then substitute the code for your collection when it is 
available. 

1. Download the four HTML page templates provided by OIS.  

Template for Home page 
Template for Search page (coding on this page also controls search results and full record) 
Template for Browse page 
Template for Search History page 

Use the template file names as your web page file names for this first installation (the 
default navigation menu references these file names).  You can change the file names later 
if needed. 

2. Open the Search page (integrateSearch.html) for editing.  Locate the main content area 
(look for <div id=”main”>).  Follow the embedded instructions to get the main content 
area working.  Select default options. 

3. Open the Browse page (integrateBrowse.html) for editing.  Locate the main content area 
(look for <div id=”main”>).  Follow the embedded instructions to get the main content 
area working.  Select default options. 

4. Open the Search History page (integrateHistory.html) for editing.  Locate the main 
content area (look for <div id=”main”>).  Follow the embedded instructions to get the 
main content area working.   

5. Move the four HTML pages to your web server and point a browser at any of the pages 
to test the default public interface to your integrated virtual collection.   

6. To customize the presentation of header, footer, left navigation menu, or the div container 
for VC content, you can make changes to page HTML and/or use a customized local copy 
of the vc.css stylesheet. 
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Default vc.css is here: http://vc.hul.harvard.edu:11080/vc/css/vc.css 

To make VC use your local version of vc.css, put the customized style sheet on a local web 
server and reference it from a <link> in the header of your virtual collection pages. 

7. To customize the presentation of the VC content (i.e., the “look and feel” of the Search, 
Browse, Results List, and Full Record displays), you can use a customized local copy of 
the vcMainInt.css stylesheet.   

Default vcMainInt.css is here: http://vc.hul.harvard.edu:11080/vc/css/vcMainInt.css 

To make VC use your local version of vcMainInt.css, you must pass the URL to this local 
stylesheet as a parameter in the VC service request that is sent from the Search and Browse 
HTML pages. 

8. To customize the VC content itself (e.g., to control the visibility of options on the search 
form; to reorder fields in the Full Record display, etc.), you can use customized local 
copies of any of the VC XSL style sheets. 

XSL for Searching (with Categories) 
XSL for Searching (without Categories) 
XSL for Search Results 
XSL for Browsing and Browse Results 
XSL for Full Record Display 

To make VC use your local XSL style sheets, you must pass the XSL URL as a parameter 
in the VC service request that is sent from the Search and Browse HTML pages.  Note that 
even if only one XSL stylesheet is customized, all XSL stylesheets must be hosted locally. 

To assist with testing of local XML/XSL transformations to HTML, here are sample XML 
documents for each VC display type: 

Sample XML for Search 
Sample XML for Browse 
Sample XML for Results List 
Sample XML for a HOLLIS full record display 
Sample XML for a VIA full record display 
Sample XML for an HGL full record display 

Note that XML for the Search History option is not included here because customizations 
are not possible for  this option. 
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Working with VC Records 
This section describes options available to curators for adding and maintaining records in a virtual 
collection.   

VC does not support direct record editing -- changes to a record’s descriptive metadata must be 
made in the source system and the record reharvested for the virtual collection.  The exception is 
maintenance of VC categories (subject-like terms associated with records for use in VC only).  A 
curator can add and update category terms using the maintenance interface to the collection.  See 
Working with VC Categories for more information. 

Procedures described in this section include: 

• Identifying source records. 

• Adding records to the collection (using the VC harvester). 

• Updating records already in the collection (using the VC harvester). 

• Deleting records from the collection (using the VC Maintenance interface). 

• Downloading a collection’s harvest list (using the VC Maintenance interface). 

You may also be interested in these related topics: 

• Full record display (information about how harvested records display in the VC public 
interface). 

• About record harvesting (information about rules used to convert data from source systems 
to VC. 

Identifying source records 
VC creates a collection by harvesting records from these source systems: HOLLIS, VIA, and 
Harvard Geospatial Library (HGL).  VC uses local record IDs to select records for harvesting.   

The curator needs to collect the system ID number for each record to be included in a VC 
collection.  This section provides suggestions on identifying records in each of the source systems. 

Once ID numbers from the source system(s) have been collected, these numbers must be added to a 
harvest file.  See Adding records to VC for more information.  

For more information about identifying records in the source system, see: 

HOLLIS records 
VIA records 
HGL records 
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HOLLIS records 
VC can harvest bibliographic records from the production version of the HOLLIS Full Catalog 
(HVD01).  To target a HOLLIS record for harvesting, use the bibliographic record number.  In the 
HOLLIS Catalog, this number appears at the bottom of the full record display. 

 

If you need to collect a group of HOLLIS numbers, here are a few ways to do this with relative 
efficiency: 

• Use the HOLLIS Catalog “List” option to download a set of records.  From a full 
record display or results list, use the “Add to List” option to add records to a download set.  
When you are ready to download, select the “Print/Save/Send” option, select the “Short” 
record format (or any download format that includes the HOLLIS number), and send the 
set by email.  Then you must collect the ID numbers from the downloaded set. 

• Use the Aleph staff client “Save” option under the Search tab.  In any client module, 
perform a search that retrieves records to be harvested by VC.  Select the result set, click 
the “Save” button, assign a name to the set of records.  VC support staff will have to 
retrieve this set of records.  This download method produces a file that can be deposited 
directly to VC.  See Depositing a downloaded record set for more information. 

• Use the Library Reporting System (LRS) to create a report of HOLLIS numbers.  
This option is the best choice if the HOLLIS records you need to collect can be uniquely 
identified by one or a combination of data values that are stored in LRS.  Note that LRS is 
updated nightly with data from the HOLLIS system and that only a subset of all 
bibliographic fields are included. 
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VIA records 
VC can harvest records from the production version of the VIA online catalog 
(http://via.harvard.edu/).  To target a VIA record for harvesting, use the VIA record identifier. 

VIA cataloging records have a hierarchical structure with up to 3 levels of description.  Each 
descriptive level or “segment” describes a group of works, a single work, or a surrogate (a visual 
representation of a work or group).   

Each descriptive segment in a VIA record has a unique record identifier.  At this time, only the 
identifier for the top level group or work segment is part of the VIA record display, and only in the 
Full Record view (the identifier is circled in the sample record display below). 

 

VC can harvest a whole VIA record including all its segments, or it can harvest the top segment 
plus selected other segments of a record based on the record identifiers included in your harvest 
file. 

• To target a whole VIA record with all its segments, use the record identifier for the top 
level segment of the record.  You can find this number at the bottom of the Full Record 
view.  See the above screenshot for an example. 

• To target selected segments of a VIA record, you must provide the record identifier of 
each desired segment.  Identifiers for lower-level segments do not display in VIA, but you 
can get these by using the OAI data provider for VIA (the same tool used by VC to harvest 
VIA data).  See below for instructions. 
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If you need to collect a group of VIA record identifiers, you could use the VIA portfolio option to 
email yourself a set of records.  This download method produces a file that can be deposited 
directly to VC.  See Depositing a downloaded record set for more information.  

Using the OAI data provider to find VIA segment IDs 

The OAI data provider is the tool used by Virtual Collections to harvest records from VIA.  
Curators can also use this tool to discover the identifiers for lower level record segments (since 
these are not available in the VIA record display).  You only need to use this tool if you plan on 
harvesting selected segments out of a VIA record. 

1. Copy the following URL into a text editor: 

http://viaoai.lib.harvard.edu/viaoai/via?verb=GetRecord&identifier=oai:via.harvard.edu:ol
vsite39413&metadataPrefix=MODS 

2. Search or browse VIA for the record you want to harvest and locate its record identifier (at 
the bottom of the Full Record view).  Screen copy this number. 

3. Back in the text editor, locate the identifier= value within the URL string.  Highlight the 
record ID portion (olvsite39413 in the example above) and paste in the record ID you just 
copied from VIA. 

4. Copy the entire OAI url and paste it into a browser.   

An xml version of the full record will display in the browser window.  The top level work 
or group segment appears first, followed by other segments – each inside a <relatedItem> 
container element.  At the end of each relatedItem container will be a recordInfo block, for 
example: 

<recordInfo> 
   <recordIdentifier> olvsurrogate629623</recordIdentifier> 
</recordInfo> 

The segment’s identifier is in the recordIdentifier element. 

5. Locate the segments (the relatedItem containers) you are interested in.  Copy out the value 
of the recordIdentifier element and paste into your harvest file. 

 

HGL records 
VC can harvest records from the production version of the Harvard Geospatial Library catalog 
(http://hgl.harvard.edu/).  

VC can harvest the cataloging metadata for individual GIS data layers available in HGL.  To target 
an HGL data layer for harvesting, use the layer name.   
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Locate the desired layer on the Search Results page, mouse over the “Map This Data Set” link to 
view the URL.  In the URL string, the value for the attribute “XSLTLayer” is the layer name.  In 
the sample URL below, the XSLTLayer attribute is highlighted. 

http://dixon.hul.harvard.edu:8080/HGL/hglMetadataDisplay.jsp?command=MeterdaterDisplay&X
SLTLayer=806 

If you want to screen copy the layer name, mouse over the link, select “Copy Link Location” (in 
Firefox) or “Copy Shortcut” (in Internet Explorer).  Paste the URL into a text editor, copy out the 
layer name, then paste into your harvest file. 

Adding records to VC 
This section describes methods for adding records to a virtual collection.   

The curator uses the VC harvest process to add records to a virtual collection.  To add records, the 
curator identifies record numbers in the source system, creates a harvest file containing these 
numbers, and deposits this file to a VC dropbox.  The VC harvester picks up the deposited list that 
night and uses it to pull copies of records from one or more source systems (HOLLIS, VIA, 
Harvard Geospatial Library).  The harvester runs Monday through Saturday nights and the records 
will be available in the virtual collection the next day. 

There are a few deposit methods available: 

• Deposit a well-formed harvest file – a tab-delimited text file that has been formatted 
according to VC requirements.   

• Deposit a file created by downloading a set of records from the source system.  Using this 
method, you can deposit a file in that system’s native download format and VC will 
convert the file to a standard format harvest list.  There are options for HOLLIS and VIA. 

Using either method, you can deposit a complete list of records for your collection, or one or more 
partial listings.   

The harvest process can be used to initialize a virtual collection (i.e., to add records for the first 
time), to add new records to an existing collection, or to update existing records when cataloging 
has changed in the source system. 

If the file to be harvested contains duplicate entries for a record, the record will be harvested twice, 
but only a single record will be added to the virtual collection.  If the file contains a record that is 
already part of the virtual collection, the harvester will update contents of the record from the 
source system.  

See About record harvesting and loading for more about how VC processes harvest lists, including 
how it handles records that are updated or deleted in the source system. 

For more information about adding records, see these topics: 

Depositing a harvest file 
Depositing a downloaded record set 
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See also:  
Identifying source records 
Updating records in VC 

Depositing a harvest file 
A harvest file is a tab-delimited text file that containing a list of record identifiers, formatted 
according to VC requirements.  A single harvest file can contain record identifiers from multiple 
source systems.  A single harvest file can contain a list of all records belonging to a collection or a 
partial list. 

Note: Once you have established a virtual collection, you can use the collection’s maintenance 
interface to download a list of all records currently in the collection (i.e., the harvest file).  See 
Downloading a harvest list for more information. 

For more information, see: 

Harvest file format 
Deposit instructions 

Harvest file format 
The harvest file must be a tab-delimited text file that contains a list of records, one entry per line.  
Each entry must include a code for the source system (HOLLIS, VIA, HGL; upper case is 
required), followed by a tab and record identifier:  

source[tab]recordidentifier 

A single harvest file can contain records from multiple source systems.  Here is an excerpt from 
such a harvest file: 

HOLLIS 001857772 
HOLLIS 006897651 
HOLLIS 008925066 
HOLLIS 007590377 
HGL MGISALLMWRP1 
HGL MGISLDTRAIA1 
HGL MGISRAILTRA1 
VIA olvgroup150 
VIA olvgroup178 
VIA olvwork295351 

For information about file naming requirements, consult the deposit instructions. 

A HOLLIS record entry must include the system code HOLLIS (in upper case) followed by a tab 
and the HOLLIS/Aleph system number.  Note that the system number must include any leading 
zeros (i.e., length of the HOLLIS number must be nine characters).  

For example, to harvest HOLLIS record number 3900251, the harvest file entry must be: 

   HOLLIS 003900251 
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An HGL record entry must include the system code HGL (in upper case) followed by a tab and 
the layer name.  For information about identifying the layer name while in HGL, see Collecting 
HGL records. 

   HGL ARCHCFELKPT 

A VIA record entry must include the system code VIA (in upper case) followed by a tab and one 
or more record segment identifiers, depending on how much of the record needs to be harvested.   

   VIA topLevelSegmentID:nextSegmentID:nextSegmentID:…. 

To harvest the entire VIA record, the entry should include the identifier for the top level segment 
only (the work or group). 

   VIA olvwork41588 

To harvest selected segments of a VIA record, the entry should include the identifier for the top 
level segment followed by identifiers for other segments to be harvested.   

   VIA olvwork41588:olvsurrogate96596:olvsurrogate96674:olvsurrogate96678 

In response, VC will harvest these segments only.  To specify multiple segment IDs, separate them 
with a colon and be sure that the first ID corresponds to the top segment in the record.   

See Collecting VIA records for information about discovering segment identifers while in VIA. 

Deposit instructions 
Follow this procedure to deposit a harvest file that has been formatted according to VC 
requirements.  A secure FTP client is required.  If you need the VC FTP login, send an email 
request to vc-support@hulmail.harvard.edu. 

1. Open a secure FTP connection to dropbox.hul.harvard.edu.  

2. Change to the incoming directory. 

3. Transfer one or more harvest files using the following naming convention: 

A single harvest file should be named: 
[collection code].txt 

Multiple harvest files should be named: 
[collection code]_1.txt 
[collection code]_2.txt 
etc.  

4. When all transfers are complete, close the SFTP connection. 

5. VC processes deposited files nightly Monday to Saturday and the results are available in 
the virtual collection the next day. 
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Depositing a downloaded record set 
Instead of a well-formed harvest file, the VC harvester can accept a set of records downloaded 
from the source system in a few specific cases. 

• For HOLLIS records, VC can accept a record set produced by the Search tab “Save” 
option (in the Aleph staff client).   

• For VIA records, VC can accept a VIA portfolio file (only the variety received by email).  

Note that the Harvard Geospatial Library system does not offer a record download option.  

For more information, see: 

Using a “saved set” from Aleph 
Using an emailed portfolio from VIA 

Using a “saved set” from Aleph 
This topic describes how to create a saved set in the Aleph staff client and how to deposit this set to 
VC.   

Creating a saved set 
Deposit instructions 

Creating a saved set 

Note that the set of records created by this process is saved directly to the Aleph server and must be 
retrieved by staff in OIS.   

1. In the Aleph staff client, in any module, select the Search tab. 

2. Select Find and perform a search that will retrieve the records to be added to your virtual 
collection.  Type of search is not important as long as the results are relevant. 

3. Still under the Find tab, with the set of records selected, click the “Save” button on the 
right. 

4. Enter a file name at the prompt and click OK.  Maximum length allowed is 10 characters. 

The file of saved records will be saved to the Aleph server. 

5. Send email to VC support staff in OIS (vc-support@hulmail.harvard.edu) with the name of 
the file.  Staff will send the saved set to you by email attachment. 

6. Before you perform the VC deposit, you will need to rename the file.  See the deposit 
instructions below for more information. 
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Deposit instructions 

Follow these instructions to deposit a saved set of HOLLIS record numbers.  A secure FTP client is 
required.  If you need the VC FTP login, send an email request to vc-
support@hulmail.harvard.edu.  

1. Open a secure FTP connection to dropbox.hul.harvard.edu. 

2. Change to the incoming/hollis directory. 

3. Transfer one or more saved set files using the following naming convention: 

A single file should be named: 
[collection code]_hollis.txt 

Multiple files should be named: 
[collection code]_hollis_1.txt 
[collection code]_hollis_2.txt 
etc. 

4. When all transfers are complete, close the SFTP connection. 

5. VC processes deposited files nightly and the results are available in the virtual collection 
the next day. 

Using an emailed portfolio from VIA 
This topic describes how to create a portfolio of records in VIA and how to deposit this set of 
records to VC. 

Creating a VIA portfolio 
Deposit instructions 

Creating a VIA portfolio 

These instructions describe how to save all records in a search result to a default portfolio and how 
to email this portfolio.  Instead of saving all results, you could selectively add records from results 
or from individual full record displays.  Note that only the portfolio sent by email is in a format 
accepted by VC.  A downloaded portfolio has a different format that is not eligible.   

1. Connect to VIA (http://via.harvard.edu/). 

2. Perform a search that will retrieve the records to be added to your virtual collection.  Type 
of search is not important as long as the results are relevant. 

3. From search results (List View, Grid/Text View, or Grid View), save all records to a 
portfolio by clicking on the “Save whole result set” drop list.  Save the records to the 
default portfolio. 

4. Click the “Portfolios” choice on the main menu.   
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5. On the Portfolios page, enter your email address in the text box and click the Email button.   

6. The portfolio will be sent as a text file attachment in email to the address you specified. 

7. Before you perform the VC deposit, you will need to rename the portfolio file.  See the 
deposit instructions below for more information. 

Deposit instructions 

Follow these instructions to deposit a portfolio file emailed out of VIA.  A secure FTP client is 
required.  If you need the VC FTP login, send an email request to vc-
support@hulmail.harvard.edu.  

1. Open a secure FTP connection to dropbox.hul.harvard.edu. 

2. Change to the incoming/via directory. 

3. Transfer one or more files using the following naming convention: 

A single file should be named: 
[collection code]_via.txt 

Multiple files should be named: 
[collection code]_via_1.txt 
[collection code]_via_2.txt 
etc. 

4. When all transfers are complete, close the SFTP connection. 

5. VC processes deposited files nightly and the results are available in the virtual collection 
the next day. 

Updating records in VC 
Editing (updating) catalog records is not supported in VC.  If the curator needs to change the 
content of a record, changes must be made to the record in the source system (HOLLIS, VIA, 
HGL) and the record reharvested.  The exception is VC categories, which are subject-like terms 
added to records within the VC context.  These categories can be edited using the VC Maintenance 
interface to a collection.  See Working with VC Categories for more information. 

Once the necessary changes are made to the cataloging record in the source system, there are two 
options for updating the records in VC: 

• Wait for the next automatic weekly reharvest of the collection to pick up these changes and 
apply them to records in VC.   

• Force a more immediate reharvest by depositing a harvest file containing identifiers for the 
updated records.  See Adding records to VC for more information. 

Note that reharvesting a record to pick up changes made in the source system will have no effect on 
any VC categories that have been assigned to the record. 
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Deleting records from VC 
You can remove records from a virtual collection by using the collection’s Maintenance interface.  
Removing a record from a virtual collection will delete the record from VC but will have no effect 
on the version of the record in the source system.  Removing a record in VC also removes the 
record’s identifier from the collection’s harvest list.  

Note: If the record is deleted in the source system, the next automatic weekly reharvest of the 
collection will detect this and delete the corresponding record in VC. 

Here is the procedure for manually deleting a record from a virtual collection.. 

1. Point a browser to the maintenance URL for the collection:  

http://vc.lib.harvard.edu/vc/deliver/authAdmin?_collection=[collection_code] 

where [collection_code] is the code for your collection. 

The Edit Categories page will display.   

2. Use the Search or Browse options on the left menu to retrieve the record of interest.   

3. On the results display, click the checkbox for each record you want to delete.    

Note: Since all records in search results are selected by default, to be safe, you should first 
click the Deselect all button and then select records for deletion.  

 

 

Select the record and click 
Delete selected records. 

4. With records selected, click the Delete selected records button.  A pop up confirmation 
window will display.  Click OK to confirm the deletion.   

5. The message n records have been marked for deletion will display on the screen (n 
representing the number of deleted records). 
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For the search indexes, record deletion occurs in real time (as soon as you complete the delete 
procedure, the record can no longer be retrieved by a search).  The browse indexes will be updated 
overnight.  The harvest list available from the maintenance interface will also be updated in real 
time.  Although deleted records are no longer available for viewing, they remain in the VC 
database, marked as “deleted”. 

Downloading a harvest list 
At any time, you can download a “harvest list” containing the identifiers for all records currently in 
your virtual collection.  This option is available in the Maintenance interface to your collection.  
This list provides a quick inventory of records in your collection.  You can also deposit it as a 
harvest file if needed. 

Here is the procedure to download a harvest list. 

1. Point a browser to the maintenance URL for the collection:  

http://vc.lib.harvard.edu/vc/deliver/authAdmin?_collection=[collection_code] 

where [collection_code] is the code for your collection. 

The Edit Categories page will display.   

2. Click the Save Harvest File choice on the left menu.  A File Download window will open. 

3. Save the harvest file to your local file system.  By default, VC assigns the file name 
“HarvestList.txt”. 

The harvest list is a tab-delimited text file that you can open in any text editor.  Each entry in the 
list contains (in this order): source system identifier, record number, assigned VC categories (if 
any) and title. 

Here is an excerpt from a harvest list for the VC test collection on bicycles: 
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Working with VC Categories 
VC categories are optional terms that a curator can add to collection records using the VC 
Maintenance interface.  VC categories can supplement but do not replace subject terms that come 
with the record from the source system. 

In the VC public interface to your collection, you can search or browse on VC categories or you 
can search a combined “subject” index that contains both VC categories and subject terms from the 
source system.   

To add VC categories, you must connect to the VC Maintenance interface for your collection, 
define a list of VC categories, and then assign one or more categories to individual records. 

Note about the VC Maintenance interface: The maintenance interface shares the same layout as 
the public interface to your collection.  In addition to category editing, VC Maintenance offers a 
fully functional public interface to the collection, so you can add categories and test them in the 
same session.  Once saved, the changes you make to VC categories are immediately available to 
public users of your collection. 

Topics in this section: 

Defining categories 
Adding/removing categories in a single record 
Adding/removing categories in a group of records 
Adding categories at record harvest 

Defining categories 
Follow these steps to define a list of VC categories, or to make changes to an existing list of 
categories. 

1. Point a browser to the maintenance URL for your collection.   

http://vc.lib.harvard.edu/vc/deliver/authAdmin?_collection= [collection_code] 

where [collection_code] is the code for your collection. 

The Edit Categories page will display.   
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2. To see existing categories: click the down arrow on the Select Category droplist. 

3. To add a new category: select the Add radio button, type the term into the text entry box  
and click the Save Changes button. 

4. To change an existing category: select the term from the droplist, click the Change radio 
button, type the replacement term in the text entry box  and click the Save Changes button. 

Note: changing an existing category on the list will also change the category on any 
associated records. 

5. To delete an existing category: select the term from the droplist, click the Delete radio 
button and click the Save Changes button. 

Note: deleting an existing category on the list will also remove the category from any 
associated records.  

Adding/removing categories in a single record 
Using the VC Maintenance interface, you can add or remove categories from a single record or a 
group of records.  This topic describes editing categories in a single record. 

1. Connect to the VC Maintenance interface for the collection. 

The Edit Categories page will display.   

2. Use the Search or Browse options on the left menu to retrieve the record of interest.   

3. On the results display, locate the record and click its Edit Categories option.   
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4. An Edit Record page will display.  Below the Title and Name information are two list 
boxes.  The left box contains a list of all categories defined in this virtual collection.  The 
right box contains any categories already assigned to this record (or “None” if the record 
has no categories assigned). 

5. To add a category to the record, highlight a category from the left list box and click the 
Add button.  Use shift+click to select multiple categories. 

 

A pop-up confirmation window will display.  Click OK to save this change to the record. 

6. To remove a category from the record, highlight a category from the right list box and 
click the Delete button.  Use shift+click to select multiple categories. 

  

A pop-up confirmation window will display.  Click OK to save this change to the record. 
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Adding/removing categories in a group of records 
This topic describes how to add or remove categories from a group of records. 

1. Connect to the VC Maintenance interface for the collection. 

The Edit Categories page will display.   

2. Use the Search or Browse options on the left menu to retrieve the record of interest.   

3. On the results display, click the checkbox of records you want to edit and then click the 
Edit selected records button above the results list.  

By default, all records in the list are selected.  If you want to edit categories for a subset of 
records on the list, click the Deselect All button, then click checkboxes to select only the 
records you want to edit.  Or click individual check boxes to deselect the records. 

 

4. An Edit Multiple Records page will display.  The number of selected records displays near 
the top.  Below, the left list box contains all categories defined in this virtual collection.  
The right list box contains a list of all categories that are present in the group of selected 
records. 

5. To add a category to the selected records, highlight a category from the left list box and 
click the Add button.  Use shift+click to select multiple categories. 
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A pop-up confirmation window will display.  Click OK to save this change to all selected 
records.  It may take several seconds for the changes to take effect if a large number of 
records are involved. 

6. To remove a category from the selected records, highlight a category from the right list 
box and click the Delete button.  Use shift+click to highlight multiple categories. 

 

A pop-up confirmation window will display.  Click OK to save this change to records in 
the group. 

The highlighted category will be removed from any record in which it appeared.  

Adding categories at record harvest 
Another way to assign categories to VC records is to include categories with records in the harvest 
file.  To use this harvest method, the category terms must first be defined in the collection using the 
VC Maintenance interface (see Defining categories).   
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If categories are included in a harvest file but not yet defined in the collection, the harvest will fail.  
And, categories in the harvest file must exactly match categories defined via VC Maintenance, 
including case and blank spaces.   

To include categories, harvest file entries must be in this form: 

sourceSystem[tab]recordIdentifier[tab]category1~category2 

Example that includes two categories: 

HOLLIS   001857772  Bicycles~Manuals 

Example that includes one category: 

HOLLIS   001857772  Bicycles  

For more information about the harvest process, see Depositing a harvest file. 
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